Constitutions of Value

Agenda

Thursday, 12 December 2019

Neue Universität, Sanderring 2, Senatsaal 210

9:00 – 9:30  Rethinking Value
             Isabel Feichtner and Geoff Gordon

9:30 – 11:00 Value Critique
             Klaus Kempter – Marx, “Wertkritik” and the Illusions of State, Politics and Law
             Gunther Teubner – The Constitution of Non-Monetary Surplus Values
             Christine Schwöbel-Patel – Global Justice and a Valuable Image
             Commentator: Robert Knox; Chair: Isabel Feichtner

11:00 – 11:15 Coffee Break

11:15 – 12:45 Value Chains & Unequal Exchange
             Amy Cohen – Negotiating the Value Chain: A Study of Surplus and Distribution in Indian Markets for Food
             Donatella Alessandrini – Value Chain Trade, Development and Social Reproduction
             Oliver Schlaudt – Unequal Ecological Exchange
             Commentator: Jean d’Aspremont; Chair: Geoff Gordon

12:45 – 13:30 Lunch

13:30 – 15:00 Constitutions of Money
             Christine Desan – Money and the Debate over Market Choice
             Marco Goldoni – The Constitutional Law of Euro Value
             Anna Chadwick – Law and the Political Economy of the Global Forex Market
             Commentator: Isabel Feichtner; Chair: Clair Quentin
15:00 – 16:45  Valuing Corporations & Investments

Grietje Baars – The Demise of the Public-Private Divide and the Value of (Corporate) Citizenship
Fabian Muniesa – On the Anthropology of Financial Valuations and the Operations of the Law
Antonio Marzal – The Unfairness of ‘Fair Market Value’: a Critical Look at Valuation Practices in International Investment Law
Jamee Moudud – Coding Capitalism: The Theory of Business Investment and the Politics of Fear

Commentator: Dan Danielsen; Chair: Julia Dehm

16:45 – 17:00  Coffee Break and walk to next venue

Residenz, Residenzplatz 2, Toscanasaal

17:30 – 19:00  A World of Value – Rethinking Value for Socioecological Transformation

Public Panel Discussion with Grietje Baars, Julia Dehm, Silke Helfrich and Nofar Sheffi, moderated by Marija Bartl

Bürgerspital-Weinstuben, Theaterstr. 19

19:15 – 20:00  Guided cellar tour with wine tasting

20:00  Dinner at Bürgerspital

Friday, 13 December 2019

Neue Universität, Sanderring 2, Senatssaal 210

9:30 – 11:00  Valuing Nature

Julia Dehm – Legally Constituting the “Value” of Nature: Carbon Markets, the “Green Economy” and “Stranded Assets”
Cymie Payne – Constituting the Value of the Environment: Marine Biodiversity
Clair Quentin – Value and the Tax State in the 21st Century: Towards a Fiscal Sociology for the Anthropocene

Commentator: Anna Chadwick; Chair: Ingo Venzke

11:00 – 11:15  Coffee break

11:15 – 12:45  Technologies of Value

Saule Omarova – Rethinking the Philosophy of Financial Regulation in the Era of Fintech
Christian Gelleri – Democratizing Money. The Chiemgauer Community Currency as a Collectively Designed Money
Outi Korhonen – Value Modifications through Blockchain

Commentator: Geoff Gordon; Chair: Marija Bartl
12:45 – 13:30  Lunch

13:30 – 15:15  Constructions and Colonizations of Value
   Nofar Sheffi – Debates on the Laws on Thefts of Guests
   Robert Knox – Racialisation, Debt and the Production of Value
   Ingo Venzke – International Law and the Spectre of Inequality

   Commentator: Sophie Hölscher; Chair: Dan Danielsen

15:15 – 15:30  Coffee Break

15:30 – 16:45  The Value of Studying Value – Workshop Reflections & Wrap-up
   Discussion Starters: Christine Desan, David Kennedy, Fabian Muniesa
   Looking Forward: Isabel and Geoff

Visit to the Christmas Market